
     habbat Shalom My Pupils...

     (Shemot 35:1) 'Moshe gathered all the
community of Israel...' I can't even gather you

guys for Hamotzie... Everybody washed and

we're waiting... Everybody thinks when we go

to wash, they should have a conversation?!

You never want to talk to these people,

except for when you're washing... He didn't

gather the Israelites to hear a Bar Mitzvah

boy read... I don't care that it was six months

ago. It's painful. The kid pronounces the

words... If it was the Katzenberg's kugel,

nobody would've showed...

Moshe starts with Shabbat. If we could get a

Minyin on Shabbat. After the commandment

of Shabbat, we see the concept of people 

     ear Rabbi. I want to look good at 
     Simchas. These other men have
Jewish jokes down to a science. Can
you help me with a few jokes about
proud Jewish mothers?
Shalom My Dear Pupil. Every proud

Jewish mother speaks of her son the

doctor. They always wanted their child

to be a doctor. Now, they want their

son to work in computers. Though, it

doesn't sound the same to brag about

'my son, the computer technician.' So

we'll stick to a few 'my son the doctor'

genre of Jewish jokes to help you start. 

•The One About the President About

to be honored in the inaugural ball he

calls his mom. 'Mom. I want you to

come.' His mother is trying to get out

of it, asking why. He tells her, 'I just

became president of the USA. I'm the

leader of our people. I want you to be

at the dinner.' The next day, she's at

the beauty salon.  The stylist notes that

she hasn't been there for years. He

then asks, 'Why are you here?' The

mother answers, 'You know my son the

doctor? His brother is getting honored.'

•Three Women Praising their Children
These women are sitting at the pool in

Florida and talking of their children. 
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All the dayanim are getting
together to form their own

social network: Link Din
You get it? Dayanim are judges. Din is

judgement. Linkedin in a social network.
This is Link Din. Where judges network.
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giving stuff to the Temple and the services....

When people come together they give to the

place of worship... I can't even call the shul

together because nobody here shares...

Sharing is a Mitzvah... You didn't share. To be

a community, you share. You piled up your

plate. You came back to the table and said

you got it for them... They can get up. You got

the shnitzel for yourself Cheryl.

Everybody shared. They gave their valuables.

Women gave bracelets and earrings... Nice

ones. Not the ones with birds- Whatever that

Michal Negrin stuff you bought is.

If that Bar Mitzvah kid was reading, the

congregation would've said, 'We don't care if

it's Shabbis. We want it to stop.'
Rivka's Notes on Rabbi Mendelchem's Drasha:
He just got Bar Mitzvahed. It's painful. His dad wants him to
enunciate. New rule in shul: You can't lead unless you do it real
fast. Pronouncing words is not appreciated by anybody.

'What my son does for his motha? He flies me to see him every year for my birthday. What

a boy.' The next one says, 'My son is even better. For my birthday, he comes down to Florida

and flies in my friends. Puts together a party. You wouldn't know of such things.' The other

friend joins, 'My son is the best. Better than them all. He goes to a psychiatrist three times a

week. Each time he spends five hundred dollars. And you know what he talks about? Me.'

•The Daughter Who Got Divorced Talking of Fran's daughter, Ethel asks, 'You mean the

one who married the docta?'  Fran, 'They broke off the wedding.' The next friend adds, 'The

one who's with the lawyer.' Fran notes, 'That also didn't work out.' Another friend joins, 'Isn't

that the girl that with the real estate develapa?' Fran again must respond, 'Ahh. That didn't

work out either.' Ethel is amazed, 'Wow. From one daughter, so much Nachis..

Talk like a New Yorker with an 'a' instead of the 'r', and start each joke with a 'you know the

one about...' That is is Jewish tradition. All joking aside doctors should be praised. They're

amazing. Some doctors can add ten years to your life just waiting in the reception room.

Shul Announcements
This week's Torah reading is a double Parsha. You may want to show

up late. It is going to be painful. To make it worse, the Bar Mitzvah boy

is going to read a couple of the Aliyahs.

Rule: Dad's are not allowed near their children when their kid lead

services. The dad standing there like a helicopter Jew adds to much

time to the services, and it causes people to hate your chilld.
 

The weather is cold again. You can use that as your excuse for why you

never come to shul.
 

The community Shabbat dinner is this coming Shabbat. We are going

to have fore spice sized plates, as Cheryl found a way to pile up the

whole shnitzel platter on her plate last year.
 

Don't eat at the Katzenbergs for Shabbat lunch. They have no idea how

to make a decent potato kugel. They will kill your Shabbis afternoon.

The shul's Kugel Bakeoff is to take place next week.
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